**Class Cheers & Claps**

**Disco Cheer**
- Put left hand on your hip
- Use your right hand to point down to the left and then up to the right
- Keep repeating while singing "ah, ah, ah, ah, you did a good job, you did a good job"

**Marching Band Cheer**
- Use hands to pretend to play a trumpet
- Make trumpet noises to the tune of "The Adams Family" (march in place instead of clapping)

**Wow Cheer**
- Make 'W' with each hand and put them on each side of your mouth
- Open your mouth to make an 'o' shape
you're thinking cheer
-use right hand to point at your head and say "you're thinking" (repeat immediately with left hand)
-use both hands to point at head and say "you're really, really thinking"

kiss the brain cheer
-put left hand on your hip
-'kiss' your right hand and put it on your head and say "ahhh"

hip hip hooray cheer
-put right hand on your hip and say "hip"
-put left hand on your hip and say "hip"
-throw both hands up in the air and say "hooray"

spider clap
-clap with fingertips like they are stuck together with webbing
cheese grater cheer

- hold one hand still in front of you (this is the cheese grater)
- use the other hand to move up and down (like you're grating cheese)
- say "you're great, you're great. you're really, really great!"

big brrrrr cheer

- cross arms over the front of your body (like you're cold) while saying "brrrrrr"
- throw both hands up in the air and say "-illiant"

tiny clap

- use pointer fingertips to clap

soldier salute

- march in place while swinging bent arms
- stop marching and use hand to give a salute
**Stomping Feet**
- Stomp feet quickly (similar to running in place)

**Marshmallow Clap**
- Clap your hands like you have a big marshmallow between them (so they don't touch)

**Basketball Cheer**
- Pretend to dribble a basketball and then shoot the ball to the hoop
- Say "you made a slam dunk"

**Truck Driver Cheer**
- Use hands to pretend to hold a steering wheel while saying "rrrrrrrr"
- Use right hand to pretend to pull a semi-truck horn while saying "honk, honk"
- Put hand in front of mouth (like a walkie) and say "good job"
bubble gum clap
-pretend to unwrap a piece of gum, put it in your mouth, and chew it
-hold hands near your mouth and move them out slowly (like you're blowing a bubble)
-when the bubble is big clap your hands like it popped

roller coaster cheer
-use both hands to move up in front of you at an angle and say "chick, chick, chick, chick" (like a roller coaster going up)
-then make hands curve up and down in front of you and say "woo, woo, woo"

ole! cheer
-twirl right hand above your head while turning in a circle and say "ole, ole. ole, ole, ole"

picture perfect cheer
-use straight arms to frame your face (top and bottom, then left and right)
-strike a pose and say "you're picture perfect"
**bubble cheer**
- With your left hand pretend to hold a bottle of bubbles.
- Use your right hand to pretend to hold a bubble wand and dip into the bottle, then pretend to blow a bubble (repeat 4 times).
- Clap 4 times like you’re popping the bubbles.

**apple core cheer**
- Pretend to eat an apple.
- Then pretend to toss the apple core in the garbage can.

**power clap**
- Count to 3 aloud (1, 2, 3).
- Then clap loudly 1 time.

**check out my blog!**
[www.teacheristatales.blogspot.com](http://www.teacheristatales.blogspot.com)

See videos of each cheer at...
[www.theapplebasketteacher.blogspot.com](http://www.theapplebasketteacher.blogspot.com)